
For More Democratic, Just Teaching of English 
Questions for Textual Critique 

Think about these questions with students before, during, and/or after reading.  Focus on just a few at a time.  The big idea 
is to help students question what texts say about the world. 

 Representation Power & Access Reader Response 
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Whose voices are included in this 
text? 
Whose voices are absent? 
Whose side of the story is told? 
What messages or ideas are 
dominant?  What are the alternatives 
to these messages? 
 

Who has power? Who doesn’t? 
Does who has power align with 
social classes or other groups?  
How does this affect the way the 
story/text plays out? 
What forms of power are in play? 
(Money, social hierarchy, authority, 
etc.) 
Who has access—Who has the 
ability to act with agency, to make 
things happen by their choices? 
Who doesn’t and why? 

Where do you see yourself 
represented? 
What characters or situations do 
you relate to easily? What characters 
or situations that you don’t connect to 
initially could you try to understand?  
What connections can you make to 
others who are not like you? 

 

 Race Gender Critical Theory 
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How are people of different races 
portrayed? 
How are racial stereotypes 
reinforced or undermined? 
How much “freedom” do people of 
different races have—who is most 
able to affect his own life and who is 
most constrained? 
Can a character of a particular race 
represent that whole race?   

What does the text say (or hint) 
about: 
How are gender stereotypes 
reinforced or undermined? 
What are appropriate roles for 
men and women? 
How do men and women relate to 
each other?  
How do men and women perceive 
themselves? 
What is expected, allowed, and 
valued in men and women? 
Are these legitimate? 

How do the choices the author has 
made—what she has chosen to 
include or leave out in her writing—
reflect certain beliefs about people 
and the world? 
How does this text reflect inequity 
or injustice? 
How does this text reflect on or 
relate to a contemporary issue in your 
community?  In our nation and world? 
 

(Some questions above adapted from Critical Encounters in High School English: Teaching Literary Theory to Adolescents, Appleman, 2009) 
 After Reading 
 Textual Critique: Critique the text by answering a few of the questions above. Where do we see inequity, injustice? 

  

Counter-narratives: Suggest and dream up possible alternatives.  Fill in what is missing.  Look specifically at one 
or two of these questions and imagine: How might it be otherwise?  Imagine what unvoiced voices might say, what 
would be different given different power dynamics, what a more just world would look like.  Write back, speak back to 
one way of seeing things by suggesting another way. 
 

Tie it to Today: Tie student thinking to today, trying especially to look at ourselves and our immediate communities, 
but also our world. 
 

Write.  Share.  Make a plan for action. 
 

 Ideas to implement: 
Have students talk with a partner or small group or have students write in response journals. 
Have students jot main ideas on a post it note (probably after deeper, more thorough reflecting so they get to the 
heart of what they think) and have students post their notes on the board. 
Write a few questions on butcher paper posted around the room.  Have students move around the room, 
responding to the question and to each other as a “chalk talk” or “graffiti wall.” 

 Keep in mind: 
Students may need to read for plot and basic comprehension first, depending on the text difficulty.  Have students 
revisit the text after an initial reading to consider these ideas. 



 
Things to Keep in Mind as you Choose Texts: 
Consider the author, characters, and context of the text. Be aware of whose voices are included and privileged and 
whose are absent. Teach into this awareness by helping students critique texts. 
No text you’ll read is a fully just or representative text, so teaching students how to critique texts (see Questions for 
Textual Critique) is as important as the actual texts you put in students’ hands. 
Try to honor student diversity by incorporating diversity in the texts you use throughout the year. 
 
Recommended resources for further study: 
Check out Lerner.org! 
Expanding the Canon: Teaching Multicultural Literature: 
http://www.learner.org/resources/series178.html 
Resources for high school ELA: 
http://www.learner.org/resources/browse.html?discipline=4&grade=4&imageField2.x=15&imageField2.y=11 
Resources for middle school ELA: 
http://www.learner.org/resources/browse.html?discipline=4&grade=3&imageField2.x=13&imageField2.y=18 
Critical Encounters in High School English, Appleman 
For a Better World, Bomer & Bomer 
Rethinking Schools publications, including Reading, Writing & Rising Up, Christensen 
Less is More, Campbell 
 
Notes: 
 
 

 


